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(1)Agency MAR 2 2021
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board

Independent Regulatory

__________________________________________________________________________

Review Commission
(2) Agency Number: 47

Identification Number: 20 IRRC Number:

(3) PA Code Cite: 7 Pa. Code sec. 143.15

(4) Short Title: Cooperative disclosure of over-order premium

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Priman’ Contact: Doug Eherly, 717-836-3115, deberlv1pa.gov
Secondan’ Contact: Carol Hardbargcr, 717-836-3113, ehardbargeQpa.gov

(6)Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

D Proposed Regulation D Emergency Certification Regulation:
Final Regulation D Certification by thc Governor

fl Final Omitted Regulation D Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

The Board mandates an over-order premium be paid to Pennsylvania producers based on milk
produced, processed, and sold in Pennsylvania. The Board requires milk dealers to provide a line
item on monthly statements to independent producers showing the amount of over-order premium
being paid. The Milk Marketing Law defines cooperatives as “producers,” so cooperatives are told
how much over-order premium they are paid. However, a similar requirement does not currently
apply to cooperative statements to their members. This regulation would require cooperatives to
provide a line item on monthly statements to members disclosing the amount of over-order premium
being paid.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

Section 301 of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Law (“Law”) (31 P.S. § 700j-301) gives the Board
the authority to “supenise, investigate, and regulate the entire milk industry of the
Commonwealth . . ., including the purchase and sale of milk.. . in this Commonwealth, and
including the establishment of reasonabic trade practices . . . .“ Section 307 of the Law (31 P.S. §
700j-307) gives the Board the authority to adopt and enforce regulations necessary’ or appropriate
to carry out the provisions of the Law. Section 608 of the Law (31 P.S. § 700j-608) provides that
“Imlilk dealers buying or receiving milk from producers shall furnish to each producer... a
written statement” and that “Isjuch statement shall set forth such information as may be required
by the board... .“ The definition of milk dealer in Section 103 of the Law (31 P.S. § 7001-103)



provides, in pertinent part, “IiIf a cooperative distributes.., milk within this Commonwealth...
to other milk dealers . . . it shall be deemed to be a milk dealer. . . as to that part of its business,
and shall be governed by the provisions of this act applicable thereto.”

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or slate law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? lives, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as.
any deadlines for action. No

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

In April and May 2019, the Board conducted a survey to determine dairv farmers’ knowledge and
opinions about Pennsylvania’s milk pricing system including the over-order premium.

When asked if they receive an over-order premium, 69 percent of cooperative members stated,
“No” or “I’m not sure.” Those individuals indicating “I’m not sure” were asked for a reason for
that response; the majority of comments stated that they have no information on monthly checks
from cooperatives to indicate any over-order premium is received. Respondents were also asked
whether they believe the over-order premium is distributed fairly. Less than 5 percent of
cooperative members agree that it is. Conversely, the majority of cooperative members believe
the Board should revise its system for determining and distributing the over-order premium.

A total of 214 comments from survey respondents focused mainly on the lack of transparency by
cooperatives in not providing information about the amount of over-order premium included in
their monthly payment. Because they lack information, many cooperative members are skeptical
and even distrustful of the state and Board, as well as the cooperatives, when discussing their
income. They do not understand how the system is henefitting them in any way and believe they
are not, in fact, receiving what they are entitled to receive.

Milk dealers have been required since 1997 to provide a line item on monthly statements to
producers showing the amount of over-order premium being paid; the independent producers are
thus able to quantify the direct benefit they receive from the Board’s mandated over-order
premium. For payment purposes, cooperatives are defined as the “producer,” so cooperatives are
provided information regarding how much over-order premium they are being paid, hut
cooperatives are not required to provide that information to their members.

There are approximately 4,30(1 cooperative member producers in Pennsylvania. The majority of
those 1,300 producers do not have a line item currently on their statements detailing the amount
of over-order premium they are being paid. Those producers, approximately 4,100-4,200, who do
not have the line item are the intended beneficiaries of this regulation.

(II) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes. identift the specilic
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

There are no provisions that arc more stringent than federal standards because federal milk
orders do not mandate an over-order premium. The over-order premium is just that — a premium
paid over the federal order price.



(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

The only other state with a similar milk regulaton’ scheme is Maine. Pennsylvania producers
generally do not compete against Maine producers for markets. In any event, Maine producers
receive information regarding the amount of the analogous Maine payment.

Also, this is a requirement to provide information to producers, so it should have no effect on

competitiveness.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations. No

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act. Act 76 of 2012.)

Thc regulation as prompted by a petition from Representative John Lawrence. The Board held
a public hearing on May 1, 2019. Notice of the hearing was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
on April 6,2019. The Board also provided notice on March 20, 2019, via Board Bulletin to parties
who have requested notice of Board hearings.

The following parties testified and/or provided written comments as part of the hearing:
Representative .John Lawrence, Progressive Agriculture Association, Pennsylvania Farm Bureau,
Dairy Farmers of America Northeast Area Council, Pennsylvania Association of Dairy
Cooperatives, National Dairy Producers Organization, and Nelson Troutman. The Board also
received input outside of the hearing from Dairy Farmers of America Northeast Council.

The Board solicited public comments when the proposed regulation was submitted. The Board
received public comments from Representative Lawrence, Pennsylvania Farm Bureau,
Pennsylvania Association of Dairy Cooperatives, and Independent Regulatory Review
Commission StafE Based on those comments, the Board drafted and circulated for additional
comment a first draft of the final form regulation; Pennsylvania Association of Dairy
Cooperatives provided additional comments on the first draft of the final form. All of the
comments received are addressed in the Preamble.

The cooperatives that are members of the Pennsylvania Association of Dairy Cooperatives are not
small businesses and Dam’ Farmers of America Northeast Council is not a small business.
However, the individual member farms of each of the cooperatives, for the most part, are small
businesses. There is no overall tracking of receipts by individual farms. However, the average
Pennsylvania dain herd size is approximately 80 cows; at prevailing milk prices and average
Pennsylvania production since 2016 at least, a farm would have to milk at least 170 cows to not be
a small business. The same analysis applies to other organizations with dairy farmer members —

National Dairy Producers Organization, Progressive Agriculture, and Pennsylvania Farm Bureau.
Nelson Troutman is a dairy farmer — his farm is a small business.

Essentially, most of the input the Board solicited and received ultimately can be attributed to
small businesses. The vast majority of the intended beneficiaries (individual dairy farmers) of the
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regulation are small businesses.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons. businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act. Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?

Approximately 4,300 dairy cooperative member producers will be affected by the regulation by
having a line item added to their monthly pay statements showing the amount of mandated
Pennsylvania over-order premium they were paid. Only one cooperative of approximately 150
farmers currently provides this information to its members as a line item on the monthly
statement.

Dairy cooperatives with Pennsylvania members will be affected by the regulation. They will have
to add a line item to monthly statements to members showing the amount of mandated
Pennsylvania over-order premium being paid.

(16) List the persons. groups or entities, including small businesses, that wil I be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

Daitw farmer cooperatives with Pennsylvania members will be required to comply with the
regulation.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

For many years, many cooperative members have expressed concerns about not knowing how
much of the mandated Pennsylvania over-order premium they are being paid. Milk dealers have
been required since 1997 to provide a line item on monthly statements to producers showing the
amount of over-order premium being paid; the independent producers are thus able to quantify
the direct benefit they receive from the Board’s mandated over-order premium. For payment
purposes, cooperatives are defined as the “producer,” so cooperatives are provided information
regarding how much over-order premium they are being paid, hut cooperatives are not required
to provide that information to their members.

As of Februan 2021, there were approximately 1,100 independent producers and 4,300
cooperative member producers in Pennsylvania. The independent producers are provided
information on their monthly pay statements showing the direct benefit they receive from the
Pennsylvania over-order premium. The cooperative member producers do not receive (with the
exception of one cooperative) the same information. The social impact and benefit of the
regulation is to allow the 4,300 cooperative member producers to see on their monthly pay
statements the benefit they receive from the mandated over-order premium.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

The Board has not identified any adverse effects of the regulation.

The benefits outweigh the costs because cooperative member producers will receive information
they have requested for as much as 20 years and have not received in an adequate manner from
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their cooperatives. The survey the Board conducted in April and May 2019 (see #10) confirmed
anecdotal evidence that cooperative member producers were dissatisfied with the information
they were receiving from their cooperatives.

The over-order premium is an amount added to the minimum producer price for milk produced,
processed, and sold in Pennsylvania and intended to benefit Pennsylvania dairy farmers.
Pennsylvania consumers ultimately pay the over-order premium, as it is a component of minimum
retail prices set by the Board. All Pennsylvania dairy farmers — independent and members of
cooperatives — should know what benefit they receive from a Board mandated price that is paid by
Pennsylvania consumers and intended to benefit Pennsylvania producers.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal. accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

In discussion prior to the May I public hearing while the Board was gathering information
relative to drafting the proposed regulation, Dam’ Farmers of America estimated it would cost
between 598,200 and $143,200 to program its computer system to provide a line item on producer
cheeks showing the over-order premium. This amounted to between $58.45 and S85.24 per
Pennsylvania producer. With the simplified cooperative-wide (as opposed to member-specific)
over-order premium calculation adopted in this regulation, the Board believes this cost will be less
— this is reflected in the cost estimates in #23.

At the May I hearing, the Pennsylvania Association of Dairy Cooperatives testified against the
proposed regulation, in part due to the cost to implement. The Pennsylvania Association of Dairy
Cooperatives provided no specifies as to cost.

No other cooperative provided information regarding the cost to implement the proposed
regulation.

(20) Provide a specilic estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

There will be no costs or savings to local governments.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation. including any legal. accounting. or consulting procedures which may
he required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

There should be no cost or savings to state government.
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(22) For each of the groups and entities identilied in items (19)-(2I) above, submit a statement of legal.
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting. recordkeeping or other paperwork.
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

No additional legal, consulting, reporting, recordkeeping or other papenvork will be required for
implementation of the proposed regulation.

Cooperatives will be required to sum the amounts of over order premium they receive each nionth
and divide that amount by the number of pounds of Pennsylvania member milk sold that month.
The cooperatives have all of the necessary information. They will be required to perform simple
math and accounting functions on data they already have to arrive at the amount to report on
member producer checks.

To minimize accounting and other requirements, the Board is prescribing a formula in the
regulation for the cooperatives to follow when calculating the amount of over-order premium to
be reported to their member producers. Each cooperative will have a cooperative-wide rate to
apply to each member’s pounds to report, rather than a member-specific rate, vastly decreasing
accounting requirements. It is important to recognize that independent producers do not receive
a producer-specific rate from their dealer — each independent producer shipping to a milk dealer
receives the same rate as even’ other producer shipping to the same dealer. The cooperative
reporting requirement (and information received by cooperative members) will thus be essentially
of the same nature as that of dealers with independent farmers.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation oldie regulation? No

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

Not applicable

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate olthe liscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community. local government, and state government
for the current year and live subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
Year \‘ear Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: S S S S S S

Regulated Community 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Savings 0 0 () 0 0 0

COSTS:

Regulated Community tOO,000 0 0 0 0 0
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Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Casts 100,000 0 0 0 0 0

REVENUE LOSSES:

Regulated Community 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 4) 0 0 0 0 6

Total Revenue Losses 0 0 0 0 0 6

(23a) Provide the past three year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation. Not
applicable

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act. Act 76 of 2012). provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting. recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.

(c) A statement of probable efiect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the proposed regulation.

(a)
Cooperative member dairy farmers — approximately 4,300

(b)
The cooperatives that will be subject to the line item reporting requirement are not small
businesses.
(c)
The majority of the cooperative member dairy farmers arc small businesses. They will receive
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additional information that they have been requesting many years.

(d)
Dairy Farmers of America currently provides, in a quarterly mailing to members the rate
information this regulation would require. No other dairy farmer cooperative, with the exception
of one which currently provides a line item on monthly statements, told the Board if or how it
provides information to its Pennsylvania members regarding the amount of Pennsylvania over-
order premium being paid. In any event, since none of the cooperatives are small businesses,
there is no less costly alternative to consider for small businesses.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to. minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

The purpose of the regulation is to address the particular needs of dairy farmer cooperative
members. There is currently no requirement that these farmers be told by their cooperatives how
much of the Board-mandated over-order premium they are being paid. This regulation will
remedy that situation, as requested for many years by cooperative members.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

No alternative regulatory provisions were considered. Milk dealers receiving independent
producer milk have been required, since 1997, to provide a line item on the independent
producers’ monthly statements showing the specific amount of over-order premium being paid.
Cooperative members have requested the same requirement apply to the monthly statements they
receive from their cooperatives almost since the requirement came into effect for independent
producers. The Board believes cooperatives should provide comparable information to their
members. This regulation, with a prescribed formula to calculate a cooperative-wide over-order
premium amount (as opposed to a member-specific amount) is the least burdensome alternative to
provide the information for cooperative members.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered
that vil] minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as delined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act. Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses:
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses:
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses:
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or operational

standards required in the regulation: and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

There is no small business burdened by the requirements of this regulation.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical. replicable and testable
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data that is supported by docunwntation. statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages. please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible. can be
accessed in a searchable lbniiat in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used.
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Not applicable.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 30 days after publication

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: not applicable

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: February 16, 2021

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: October 1,2021

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required: October 1,2021

F. The expected date by which required permits. licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: not applicable

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

If the Board stops receiving complaints from cooperative members regarding the lack of over-
order premium information on their monthly statements, the Board will know the regulation is
effective.

In follow up dairy farmer sun’eys, the Board will include questions regarding the line item on
cooperative member checks to determine if the line item is there and if dairy farmers understand
the information they arc receiveing.
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PENNSYLVANIA MILK MARKETING BOARD
7 PA. CODE SEC. N 3.15

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN DEALERS AND PRODUCERS
PAYMENT

The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board (“Board”) amends 7 Pa. Code sec. 143
(transactions between dealers and producers) to read as set forth in Annex A.

Effective c/ate

The amendments will be effective 120 days after publication of the final-form rulemaking
in the PL’nnxrlvanicl Bulletin.

Stc,tz,niv cnit honty

Section 301 of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Law (“Law”) (31 P.S. § 700 j-301) gives
the Board the authority to “supervise, investigate, and regulate the entire milk industry of the
Commonwealth. . ., including the purchase and sale of milk ... in this Commonwealth. and
including the establishment of reasonable trade practices Section 307 of the Law (31 P.S.
§ 700 j-307) gives the Board the authority to adopt and enforce regulations necessary or
appropriate to carry out the provisions of the Law. Section 608 of the Law (31 P.S. § 700j-608)
provides that “[mjilk dealers buying or receiving milk from producers shall furnish to each
producer ... a written statement” and that “[sjuch statement shall set forth such information as
may be required by the board The definition of milk dealer in Section 103 of the Law (31
P.S. § 700j-103) provides, in pertinent part. “[ilf’a cooperative distributes. . . milk within this
Commonvealth . . . to other milk dealers ... it shall be deemed to be a nulk dealer . . . as to that
part of its business, and shall be governed by the provisions of this act applicable thereto.”

Purpose and explanation

The Board mandates. by way of official general order, an over-order premium be paid to
Pennsylvania producers based on milk produced. processed. and sold in Pennsylvania. The Board
requires milk dealers to provide a line item on monthly statements to producers that shows the
amount of over-order premium being paid. The Milk Marketing Law (“Lax”) defines cooperatives
as “producers.” so cooperatives are told how much over-order premium they are paid. However.
there is no similar requirement that cooperatives provide a line item on monthly statements to their
members that shows the amount of over-order premium the members are paid. despite cooperatives
being defined in the Law as dealers when they distribute member milk to other dealers. This
regulation would require cooperatives to provide a line item on monthly statements to their
members disclosing the amount of over-order premium being paid.

In April and May 2019, the Board conducted a survey to determine dairy farmers’
knowledge and opinions about Pennsylvania’s milk pricing system including the over-order
premium.
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When asked if they receive an over-order premium. 69 percent of cooperative members
stated. No” or I’m not sure.” Those individuals indicating, “I’m not sure.” were asked for a
reason for that response; the majority of comments stated that they have no information on
monthly checks from cooperatives to indicate any over-order premium is received. Respondents
were also asked whether they believe the over-order premium is distributed fairly. Less than 5
percent of cooperative members agree that it is. Conversely, the majority of cooperative
members believe the Board should revise its system for determining and distributing the over-
order premium.

A total of 214 comments from survey respondents focused mainly on the lack of
transparency by cooperatives in not providing information about the amount of over-order
premium included in their monthly payment. Because they lack information, many cooperative
members are skeptical and even distrustful of the state and Board, as well as the cooperatives.
when discussing their income. They do not understand how the system is benefiWng them in
any way and believe they are not, in fact receiving what they are entitled to receive.

Milk dealers have been required since 1997 to provide a line item on monthly statements
to producers showing the amount of over-order premium being paid: the indepcndeni producers
are thus able to quantify the direct benefit they receive from the Board’s mandated over-order
premium. For payment purposes. cooperatives are defined as the “producer.” so cooperatives are
provided information regarding how much over-order premium the’ are being paid. hut
cooperatives are not required to provide that information to their members.

As of Februan’ 2021, there were approximately 1,100 independent producers and 4.300
cooperative member producers in Pennsylvania. The independent producers are provided
information on their monthly pay’ statements showing the direct benefit they receive from the
Pennsylvania over-order premium.

The majority of the 4.300 cooperative member producers do not have a line item
currently on their statements detailing the amount of over—order premium they are being paid.
Those producers who do not have the line item are the intended beneficiaries of this regulation.

Des eri,,!io;, of proposed aiwnthnenis

The amendment will require cooperatives to provide a line item on monthly statements to
their Pennsylvania producer members that shows the amount of Board-mandated over-order
premium being paid.

The regulation prescribes a formula for the cooperatives to use to calculate the over-order
premiini rate and total amount being paid to their Pennsylvania producer members. This will
provide uniformity between and among cooperatives regarding the calculation of the amount of
over—order premium. The Board also currently prescribes a formula for milk dealers to
determine the line item on their monthly statements to independent producers.

The cooperative formula is identical to the formula the Board currently uses to provide
information to a Pennsylvania cooperative regarding the over-order premium rate received by



that cooperative. That cooperative then provides the information to its members. Since this
formula is already in use and produces a result that has effectively transmitted the over-order
premium rate information, the Board decided to adopt it for this regulation. This formula
calculates the average rate received by members of each cooperative.

Pith/ic coinnwnls

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau submitted a comment in favor of the Board adopting the
regulation.

The Pennsylvania Association of Dairy Cooperatives (‘PADC”) made several comments.
First PADC (and IRRC) suggested adding tennsylvania’ to subsection (b) to expressly specify
the regulation was applicable to Pennsylvania member pounds. The Board agrees and
Pennsylvania” is added to subsection (b) in the final form regulation.

PADC proposed adding a subsection to account for those situations where cooperatives
market the milk of non—members, suggesting that the non-member milk should be aggregated
with member milk. Cooperatives are formed and operate with the purpose that the members
work together to maximize benefits for the members. Non-members. by definition, are not
parties to the agreement to work together to maximize benefits for the members; therefore, non
member milk should not be treated the same as member milk and non-member milk should
receive information and payments specific to the milk the non—member markets through the
cooperative. The Board currently requires cooperatives, as the dealers they are defined to be. to
specify the amount of over—order premium being paid to non—members pursuant to the
member/non-member dichotomy described. Therefore, this suggestion is not adopted in the final
form regulation.

PADC also suguested language to treat milk marketed for other cooperatives the same as
milk marketed for member farmers. This concept is not adopted for the final forni regulation.
The final form regulation concerns transactions between individual producers and their
cooperatives. The PADC cooperatives are the only cooperatives that suggested this concept he
included in the regulation. Without more input from other cooperatives, the Board does not
think that this suggestion should be adopted at this time.

PADC also suggested adding language based on section 809 of the Law (31 P.S. § 700j-
809) which provides in relevant part that cooperative members have the right to determine
among themselves how the proceeds of their collective sales are distributed. The final form
regulation contains section (e) providing that cooperatives are not required to reduce or alter any
payments or information provided to their members beyond providing the over-order premium
payment information required by the new regulation.

After the close of the public comment period, the Board circulated a proposed draft of the
final form regulation. asking for additional input. PADC s’as the only party that provided
additional input. Based on that additional input, the Board added a subsection to address
situations where cooperatives are not paid over—order premium during a month and how that



should be reported to that cooperative’s members. The additional PADC input also suggested
the rounding concept adopted in subsection (c) in the final form regulation.

Couzuwnis regarding calculation of ihe line iienz

Representative John Lawrence recommended that the Board change the regulation to
require that cooperatives provide a line item to each cooperative member detailing the specific
amount of over-order premium that member’s milk generated. Regarding the proposed
regulation. Representative LawTence commented “[tihe definition in paragraph (b) would result
in a listing on each farmer’s milk checks of total dollar value of over-order premiums paid to the
entire cooperative for a given month. This is very different From the information provided by
milk dealers to their farmer members — where a milk check shows the amount of over-order
premium dollars paid to each individual lhrmer.” (Underscores in original). Milk price
regulation is a complex subject and the Board believes that Representative Lawrence was
missing a key piece of’ information when lie submitted his suggestion. The Board Chairman
explained that concept to Representative Lawrence and the Board believes that if Representative
Lawrence had that information his suggestion would not have been made. IRRC also
commented that providing an average over-order premium paid to the entire cooperative would
not alleviate the concerns of cooperative members who do not believe they are receiving what
they are entitled to receive. The calculation in section (b) to determine the over order premium
rate for cooperative members is essentially the same calculation, mandated by Board official
general order. used by milk dealers to specify over-order premium rate paid to independent
lhrmers. This is an important issue and is explained in detail below.

The over-order premium is calculated on an individual handler pool basis based on each
dealer’s Class I utilization. This means that the over—order premium rate paid to producers
differs among Class I processors. based on the ratio of the Pennsylvania producer milk they
receive to the total producer milk they receive and the amount of packaged milk they sell in
Pennsylvania. Each producer supplying a particular Class I processor receives the same over-
order premium rate as every other producer supplying that same particular Class I processor. hut
remeniber that each processor pays a different over-order premium rate to its producers.

The over-order premium rate paid by each processor and received by each producer
supplying that particular processor is essentially an average of the total over-order premium
generated by each producer’s shipments to the processor. Class I processors do not account for
the utilization of each supplying producer’s individual milk shipments. A producer’s milk may
today he packaged and sold to a Pennsylvania retailer (generating an over-order premium
obligation), tomorrow be packaged and sold to an out-of-state retailer (not generating an over-
order premium obligation), and the next day he diverted to a cheese plant (not generating an
over-order premium obligation). Regardless of the ultimate use of each shipment. even’
producer supplying a particular Class I processor is paid the same over-order premium rate per
hundredweight as every other producer supplying the particular Class I processor. In other
words. producers supplying Class I processors are not paid individual rates based on the over-
order premium generated by their particular milk shipments. but rather are paid an average rate
based on the plant’s utilization.



Since each Class 1 processor has a different Pennsylvania Class I utilization, each Class
I processor pays a unique over-order premium rate. Producers supplying a processor with high
Pennsylvania Class I utilization are paid a higher over-order premium rate than producers
supplying a processor with a lower Pennsylvania Class I utilization.

The Board’s proposed regulation treats the milk marketed to a cooperative by its
members analogously to how milk marketed by independent producers to Class I processors is
treated. Class 1 processors calculate and itemize the over-order premium based on the total
utilization of the plant with no regard to where each supplying producer’s milk ended up on any’
particular day. Similarly, the proposed regulation requires cooperatives to calculate and itemize
the over-order premium with no regard to where an individual member’s milk was shipped on
any particular day, Each Class I processor pays a unique average over-order premium rate based
on its utilization. The proposed regulation would require cooperatives to essentially do the same.

Subsection (b) has been expanded to make clear the requirement that the over-order
premium rate calculated by cooperatives he applied to the pounds of milk marketed by each
member to show an amount received speei lie to each member based on the amount of pounds
marketed to the cooperative. This mirrors the requirement that Class I processors show the
amount received by producers in their statements by applying the processor’s particular rate to
the pounds of milk marketed by each individual producer.

Broadly speaking. the cooperative business model provides for pooling revenues and
paying money back to members per the agreement between members and the cooperative.
Cooperatives receive over-order premium payments. along with other mandated minimum
payments and voluntan’ premiums. Those revenues are pooled and paid back to members. Part
of the payment to members is. therefore. attributable to the Pennsylvania over-order premium in
an amount based on the premium received by the cooperative and the pounds of member milk
marketed by the cooperative. .Just as the over-order premium is not paid by processors to
independent producers based on the over-order premium generated by each producer’s individual
milk shipments throughout the month, the proposed regulation does riot require cooperatives to
track and account lbr the over-order premium generated by each member’s individual milk
shipments throughout the month. l’herefore. for the purpose of providing information regarding
the over-order premium paid. the regulation treats cooperative member milk marketed to a
cooperative the same as independent dairy farmer milk marketed to a Class I processor.

Fiscal impact

The proposed amendments would have little fiscal impact on the Commonwealth. its
political subdivisions, or the public.

Rcgulaton’ revicni’

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. 745.5(a)). on September 10.
2019, the Board submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking. published at 49 Pa.
Bulletin 5455 (September 21. 2019) to IRRC and to the Chairs of the House and Senate
Committees on Agriculture and Rural Affairs for review and comment.



Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, the Board is required to submit to
IRRC and the i-louse and Senate Committees copies of comments received during the public
comment period, as well as othcr documents when requested. [a preparing the final-form
rulemaking. the Board has considered all comments from IRRC and the public.

Under section 5.10.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(afl.2)). on

_____________

this final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and Senate
Committees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act. IRRC met on and
approved this final-form rulemaking.

Con/ac! person

Interested persons may obtain information regarding this final-form rulemaking by
contacting Doug Eberly. Chief Counsel. Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board. 2301 North
Cameron Strect. Harrisburg. PA 17110. ra.pmmbpa.gov. within 30 days after publication in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Individuals who require this information in a different format may
call the Board at 717-787-4194 or the PA Relay Service for TDD Users at 800-654-5984.

hnthngs

The Board finds that:

(1) Public notice of the intention to adopt these final-form regulations was given
under sections 201 and 202 oithe Act ofjuly 31. 1968 (P.L. 769. No. 240) (45 P.S. § 1201 and
1202) and the regulations promulgated thereunder in I Pa. Code § 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law and all comments were
considered.

(3) The regulation is necessan’ and appropriate for the administration of the act.

Order

The Board, acting tinder authorizing statute. orders that:

(a) The regulations of the Board. 7 Pa. Code Chapter 143. are amended by adding §
143.15 to read as set forth in Annex A.

Ib) The Board will submit this order and Annex A to the Office of Attorney General
for review and approval as to legality and form as required by law.

(c) The Board shall certify this order and Annex A and deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.



(d) The order shall take effect 1200 days following publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

Robert N. Barley
Chairman
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No commentator expressly asked for information regarding the Final Form submission.
Regardless. the Board emailed the Final Form submission packet to

Representative John Lawrence Jlawicnctrpahmiscuop.com
PennsyLvania Association of Dam Cooperatives mhcshorcu:iohnsunchiflic.com
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Jdnionicncurouplh.com
Pennsylvania Association of Milk Dealers wvoviencu hakerdonelson.cniu
Pennsylvania Food Merchants Association alIen.warsh:n a umail.com
Pennsylvania Department ol’ Agriculture ohonard jjgm
Nelson Troutman jJJyc\efll ink.coin

The Board also posted the Final Form submission packet at
https://www.rnmIa.ov!(_‘onstimci/_I’uhlishinul mLIc’Paucs1del ault/Coopciative%2( Io er—
ordci20prcnuuiuo2Uhnc°()iteni 2O7%20Pa2(R odc%2() 143.1 5.pdi,



PENNSYLVANIA MILK MARKETING BOARD
7 PA. CODE SEC. 143.15

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN DEALERS AND PRODUCERS
PAYMENT

§ 143.15. Cooperative communication of over-order premium.

(a) Cooperatives shall show by line item on their monthly statements to dairy farmers marketing
milk through the cooperative the specific amount of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
over-order premium being paid.

(b) For the purpose of this section. “the specific amount of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing
Board over-order premium being paid” shall be calculated monthly by each cooperative by

(1) deriving an over-order premium rate by dividing the total Pennsylvania over-order
premium paid to the cooperative by the total cooperative Pennsylvania member pounds
marketed.

(2) multiplvina the rate derived in (b)(1) by the Pennsylvania member pounds marketed.

The amount calculated in subsection (b) shall be expressed on dairy farmer monthly
statements in cents/hundredweiuht. When the result of the calculation in (bXl) falls between
cents, the rate reported to dairy farmers shall be rounded down to the lower cent.

çj If a cooperative is not paid over-order premium during a month, such cooperative shall
disclose on its monthly statement that no over-order premium was received.

( Other than setting forth the calculation of value in subsection (b). nothing in this section
shall require reduction or alteration of amounts, content, or format of information about
cooperative premium programs on the monthly statements to dairy farmers.
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Michelle Elliott

From: Laudenslager, Cara <claudenslager@pasen.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 7:33 AM
To: Eberly, Douglas
Cc: Hardbarger, Carol
Subject: Re: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation

Good morning, Doug,

Received.
MAR 2

Thank you,
Independent RegulatoryCara Review Commission

On Mar 2, 2021, at 7:27 AM, Eberly, Douglas <deberly@pa.gov> wrote:

CAUTION External Email S
Cara,
The Milk Marketing Board’s final form regulation that would require cooperatives to provide line items
on dairy farmer checks regarding the amount of Pennsylvania over-order premium being paid is
attached.
The attached memo provides additional detail regarding the regulation.
If you’d reply to this email this morning acknowledging receipt, I’d appreciate it. IRRC requires the
acknowledgments of delivery from the Legislative Committees.
Thanks.
Doug
Douglas L. Eberly I Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street I Harrisburg PA 17110
Phone: 717.678.4921 I Fax: 717.705.2712
deberly©pa.pov
The in foimation transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any use of this infoimation other than by the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you receive this message in error. please send a reply e-mail to the sender and
delete the material from any and all computers Unintended transmissions shall not constitute waiver of
the attorney-client or any other privilege.
<Final Form Packet 47-2O.pd[
<Cover memo - Sen Vogel.pdf

1



Michelle Elliott

From: Evans, William <WilliamEvans@pasenate.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 7:38 AM
To: Eberly, Douglas
Cc: Hardbarger, Carol
Subject: Re: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation

Hi Doug

Your email has been received. MAR 2 2021

Bill Indepenient PeguIato,’
RCVaL’W L.JflimIss(on

Get Outlook for Android

From: Eberly, Douglas <deberly@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 7:25:55 AM
To: Evans, William <William.Evans@pasenate.com>
Cc: Hardbarger, Carol <chardbarge@pa.gov>
Subject: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation
• EXTERNAL EMAIL I

Bill,
The Milk Marketing Board’s final form regulation that would require cooperatives to provide line items on dairy farmer
checks regarding the amount of Pennsylvania over-order premium being paid is attached.
The attached memo provides additional detail regarding the regulation.
If you’d reply to this email this morning acknowledging receipt, I’d appreciate it. IRRC requires the acknowledgments of
delivery from the Legislative Committees.
Thanks.
Doug
Douglas L. Eberly I Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street I Harrisburg PA 17110
Phone: 717.678.4921 Fax: 717.705.2712
deberlypa.pov
The in formation transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential
and/or privileged material Any use oft/Ps nfonnation other than by the intended recipient is prohibited If you receive this
message in error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers
Unintended transn7iss;ons shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended solely for the
use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended recipient then be advised that
forwarding, communicating, disseminating, copying or using this message or its attachments is strictly
prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the
information without saving any copies.

1



Michelle Elliott

From: Zeiders, Destiny
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 8:23 AM
To: Eberly, Douglas
Subject: Re: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation

E
Thank you Doug. I have received the final form regulation.
Destiny Zeiders MAR 2 2021

In:pnrienr.

ir:r
On Mar 2, 2021, at 7:27 AM, Eberly, Douglas <deberly@pa.gov> wrote:

Destiny,
The Milk Marketing Board’s final form regulation that would require cooperatives to provide line items
on dairy farmer checks regarding the amount of Pennsylvania over-order premium being paid is
attached.
The attached memo provides additional detail regarding the regulation.
If you’d reply to this email this morning acknowledging receipt, I’d appreciate it. IRRC requires the
acknowledgments of delivery from the Legislative Committees.
Thanks.
Doug
Douglas 1. Eberly I Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street I Harrisburg PA 17110
Phone: 717.678.4921 I Fax: 717,705.2712
deberlvpa.Qov
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom itis addressed and may
contain confidential and/or pr/vitogod material. Any use of this inform at/on other than by the intended
recipient is pi-ohibited. If you receive this message in error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and
delete the ma tonal from any and all computers Unintended transmissions shall not constitute waiver of
the attorney-client or any other privilege.
<Final Form Packet 47-20.pdf
<Cover memo - Rep Pashinski.pdf

1



Michelle Elliott

From: Kerry Golden <Kgolden@pahousegop.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 9:40 AM
To: Eberly, Douglas
Cc: Moul, Dan; Hardbarger, Carol; Ashton Cassel MAR 2 2021
Subject: RE: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation

Independent Regulatory
Review commission

Good morning, Doug,

Thank you for these materials. The House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee is in receipt of the PMMB Final Form
Regulation ID 47-20, Transactions between dealers and producers: Payment.

Kind regards,

Ms. Nërry Gok*n, Executive Director
Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee
PA House of Representatives

717-7873396

From: Eberly, Douglas <deberIypa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 7:26 AM
To: Kerry Golden <Kgolden@pahousegop.com>
Cc: Dan Moul <Dmoul@pahousegop.com>; Hardbarger, Carol <chardbarge@pa.gov>
Subject: Delivery of Milk Marketing Board final form regulation

Kerry,

The Milk Marketing Board’s final form regulation that would require cooperatives to provide line items on dairy farmer
checks regarding the amount of Pennsylvania over-order premium being paid is attached.

The attached memo provides additional detail regarding the regulation.

If you’d reply to this email this morning acknowledging receipt, I’d appreciate it. IRRC requires the acknowledgments of
delivery from the Legislative Committees.

Thanks.

Doug

Douglas L. Eberly I Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street I Harrisburg PA 17110
Phone: 717.678.4921 I Fax: 717.705.2712
deberly@pa.gov

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential
and/or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this
message in error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers.
Unintended transmissions 317811 not constitute waiver of the attarney-chenl or any other privilege.


